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INTRODUCTION 
The decade of the sixties witnessed a continuing ef-
fort on the part of the Blacks to improve their position in 
society. This effort was not always peaceful. Race riots 
erupted in the northern cities. Northern Whites, who 
thought of race relations as a Southern problem, were rude-
ly jolted by demonstrations in their own back yards. There 
was a growing sense of dissatisfaction over the fact that 
''liberal'' Whites played too prominent a role i.n the Civil 
Rights Movement, and hence Whites were relegated to a 
secondary role. This racial confrontation did provide the 
Blacks a sense of solidarity and pride which was to have 
lasting effects on Black-White relations. Despite Black 
militancy, racial hostility towards them declined (Sheats-
ley, 1966). 
Chicago has been rather slow in encouraging and 
implementing desegregation in schools. The Chicago School 
Board's policy of voluntary desegregation without any 
mandatory back-up measures has been severely criticized. 
One must remember, however, that desegregation is not an 
end in itself; the final goal is integregation. Desegrega-
tion of schools has little value unless it changes the 
attitudes and interaction patterns of the ethnic groups 
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involved. Hence, the Chicago School Board thinks that 
voluntary desegregation is the only sensible solution. 
2 
In the context of the past history of Black-White 
relations, and the present voluntary desegregation policy 
of the Chicago School Board, it is very important to study 
the attitudes, friendship patterns and preferences among 
the various groups that make up the school population of 
Chicago. This importance stems from the need to know and 
understand whether inter-ethnic attitudes, friendship pat-
terns and preferences are favorable to the process of inte-
gration. Past studies have mostly ~ealt with Black-White 
attitudes. This study will include the Hispanic group 
(Mexican American and Puerto Rican) as well. Since Chicago 
does have a sizable group of Hispanic students, including 
them in the study is important to a better understanding of 
ethnic relations. 
Literature Review 
This study will focus on four important aspects re-
lated to inter-ethnic relationships: attitudes, friendship 
choices, preferences, and the influence of contact on 
friendships. The strength of favorable attitudes toward 
other groups will be an indication of the degree of open-
ness toward and acceptance of the other group. Friendship 
choices of outgroups are a specific measure of this open-
ness to and acceptance of other ethnic groups. Preferences 
will be examined as an indication of future intention to 
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ass~ciate with ~ther gr~ups. The preferences will be a 
measure ~f s~cial distance which will indicate whether a 
particular student is willing t~ accept ~ther ethnic gr~up 
members as his classmates. The c~ntact the~ry regarding 
the influence ~f pr~pinquity ~n friendships will als~ be 
examined t~ establish whether it is true in a desegregated 
sch~~l setting. Hence, the literature related t~ these 
f~ur aspects will be reviewed bef~re stating the specific 
g~als ~f this study. Literature regarding attitude-behav-
i~r c~nsistency will also be reviewed to examine whether 
man's insightful but ~ften unf~unded assumpti~n ab~ut the 
relati~nship ~f attitude and behavi~r h~lds g~~d in a 
sch~~l situati~n. 
a) Inter-racial attitudes: 
One ~f the m~re ~bvi~us effects ~f the Civil Rights 
M~vement has been a change in attitudes toward Blacks. 
Studies have sh~wn that the Black stere~type is n~w becom-
ing m~re fav~rable. Karlins, Coffman and Walters {1969) 
{Table 1) computed and c~mpared fav~rability ratings f~r 
the vari~us nati~nal and ethnic gr~ups that were the object 
~f study acr~ss three generati~ns ~f Princet~n students 
(:~tz & Braly, 1933; Gilbert, 1951; Karlins et al., 1969). 
Katz and Braly had used 84 traits and had asked their sub-
jects t~ select th~se that were 'typical' ~f the target 
gr::mp. The latter tw~ studies used the same meth~d t~ 
c~llect their data. Karlins et al. h~wever, als~ c~llected 
Table 1 
Mean favorableness of traits comprising each 
stereotype. Only five of the ten groups studied 
by Karlins et al. (1969) are listed here. 
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Katz & Braly Gilbert Karlins et 
Ethnic Group Study Study Study 
1933 1951 1969 
Americans 
-99 .86 .49 
Chinese -.12 .25 .46 
English .63 
-59 .51 
Japanese .66 -.14 .84 
Blacks -.70 
--37 .07 
al 
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favorability ratings for all the traits and utilized them 
to calculate.favorability indices for all the three studies. 
The favorability ratings of the Blacks did show a steady 
improvement from very negative to neutral. Even so, the 
favorability ratings for the Blacks were among the lowest 
of the ethnic groups studied. 
b} Choices: 
Though most studies have made preferences as the ta~ 
get of their research, there are a few which have touched 
upon friendship choices. Dickson and Lundberg (1952} in a 
study of selective association among ethnic groups in a 
high school population, found that choices of students 
from other ethnic groups for leadership, friendship, work-
ing together, taking part in a picnic together and repre-
senting the school at a national meeting, were significant-
ly less frequent among older members of the non-Jewish 
White group than among their fellow younger students; con-
versely, such outgroup choices among those of the minority 
groups were made mostly by the older members. While every 
ethnic group showed an overall preference for its own mem-
bers, ethnocentrism was strongest among the non-Jewish 
Whites and weakest among Jews so far as choice of leaders 
was concerned and strongest among Negroes and weakest among 
non-Jewish Whites so far as the choice of friends was con-
cerned. KaWl~a (1968) in a study of London schools found 
that the majority of all the groups of children (British-
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born Whites, Immigrant Cypriots, West Indians and Africans) 
choose their own group, and showed little age pattern. 
Rowley (1968) in a similar study of social relations be-
tween British and Immigrant children between the ages of 7 
and 15 asked subjects to choose someone to sit by in class, 
to play with on the playground, and to invite home to tea 
or to a party. He found that 90% of the British children 
of all ages choose British friends for all the three pur-
poses; 75% of the Indians and 60% of the West Indians like-
wise chose their Olin nationality. Furthermore, there was 
a slight tendency for these ingroup choices to increase as 
the children grew· older. Mabe and Williams (1975) in a 
more recent study used a sociometric procedure which asked 
2nd grade students to choose classmates for three different 
activities. They found that there was a pronounced dif-
ference in the choices made: Euro-Americans were chosen 
more often by both Euro-Americans and Afro-Americans. 
However, they did find some evidence of less frequent 
choice of' Euro-American Associates in the racially bal-
anced classroom than a predominantly Euro-American class-
room. 
These studies, except for the Mabe and Williams 
{1975) study show that most ethnic groups tend to choose 
members from their own groups. 
c) Preference Studies: 
Early preference studies (up to 1960) have consis-
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tently sh~wn a pr~-White bias. Hor~witz (1936) found a 
str~ng preferences f~r Whites am~ng five year old White 
b~ys; he als~ rep~rted adverse comments ~n Black b~ys from 
a few three and four year old Whites. Preferences for 
Whites by Whites (ages 8 to 18) rose in strength up to the 
age of sixteen (K~ch, 1946); and Black children's prefer-
ences for Blacks was n~t very apparent at eight, but was 
very strong at f~urteen. Clark and Clark (1947) in a d~ll 
preference study discovered that a ~fuite d~ll was ch~sen 
m~re ~ften f~r being nice, and for having a nice c~lor; 
and the Black doll was ch~sen as the one which l~~ked bad. 
Davis et al., (1949) showed White children a ''barrier 
picture" depicting a Black child in the foregr~und watching 
a group of White children at play, and asked them, "Will 
you ask him to play?: The answer was "no" from 43% of 
the kindergarten group (aged five to six), 67% of the first 
grade (aged six to seven) and 75% of the second grade 
(aged seven to eight); these results indicate a definite 
rejecti~n of Blacks by White children. M~rland (1958) 
als~ f~und a marked pr~-White bias when 73% of the White 
children in his study preferred t~ play with their ~wn 
race; he also f~und that a majority ~f the Negro children 
preferred White children. The explanation for such a 
phenomen~n can be given in terms of a self-rejecti~n and 
an identificati~n with the m~re dominant, privileged gr~up. 
In m~st of these early preference studies there has been a 
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str~ng bias fav~ring the l~ites. 
The studies ~f the sixties and seventies h~wever, 
d~ n~t manifest this bias as str~ngly ~r fail t~ find it 
at all. Greg~r and McPhers~n (1966), wh~ used the Clark 
and Clark d~ll study design, f~und that the Black doll 
was chosen m~st ~f the time by Black children. Hraba and 
Grant (1970), again using the Clark and Clark pr~cedure, 
f~und that the maj~rity ~f Black children preferred Black 
d~lls, while the maj~rity ~f the Whites preferred d~lls ~f 
their own race. Fox and Jordon (1973) als~ demonstrated 
that the maj~rity ~f Blacks preferred their o~m race just 
as the Whites did. Katz and Zalk (1974) did n~t find 
str~ng preferences f~r White d~lls, which s~me earlier 
studies had sh~wn. 
H~wever, pro-White bias still exists. Pushkin 
(1967) f~und ch~ices unfav~rable t~ Blacks rose fr~m 44% 
to 83% between ages three and seven, with a peak at six. 
Asher and Allen (1969) using a Brown puppet and a White 
puppet learned that the maj~rity ~f Black and White 
children preferred the White puppet and rejected the Brown 
~ne. Mabe and Williams (1974) found a pr~-White bias which 
they called pr~-Euro bias. However, this bias did n~t sh~w 
itself str~ngly in racially balanced classro~ms. 
It must be n~ted that even where pro-White bias is 
still f~und, it is c~nsiderably weaker than 20 years ago. 
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d) Contact Hypothesis: 
The .Primary contribution of social psychology to 
improving race relations is the contact hypothesis (All-
port, 1954). Certain types of contact are helpful in re-
ducing prejudice and increasing acceptance of an originally 
disliked group (Amir, 1969). The effort being made to 
desegregate schools in the Chicago area aims at bringing 
the various ethnic groups in close contact with each other. 
However, conditions facilitating prejudice reduc-
tion, such as superordinate goals (Sherif, 1966), equal 
status (Yarrow, Campbell & Yarrow, 1958; Mann, 1959), pro-
longed intimate acquaintance (Saenger, 1953), proximity 
(Segal, 1974), and positive feelings associated with in-
terracial contact (Clore, et al., 1978) are not always 
present in real life situations and are very difficult to 
maintain over a long period of time. Desegregation of 
schools may bring about physical proximity, but may not 
bring about any reduction in prejudice. 
If the contact hypothesis was true in a context of 
a desegregated school, one would expect past contact, 
both in their grade school and present high school, would 
make students more open to outgroups in terms of favor-
ability, actual friendship choices and preferences. How-
ever, this may not be so, since prejudice reduction occurs 
only under certain conditions which are difficult to 
initiate and harder to maintain. One reason for this 
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difficulty is that racially homogeneous groups tend to 
form more easily than racially heterogeneous groups (Shaw, 
1973; Silverman & Shaw, 1973). At present, with the 
voluntary busing policy of the Chicago School Board, and 
the hue and cry raised by those favoring mandatory back-up 
measures, it would be worthwhile to look at interracial 
attitudes, friendships and preferences. 
e) Attitude-Behavior Consistencl: 
Since attitude is a learned predisposition to re-
spond to an object in a consistently favorable or unfavor-
able manner, it seems to mediate all responses to that ob-
ject. People who behave in different ways to certain ob-
jects also differ in their attitudes to these same objects. 
From time to time we find studies reporting the relation-
ship between attitude and behavior. Most of these studies 
have found low correlations of attitude and behavior. 
Wicher (1969) summarized his findings as follows: " ••• it 
is considerably more likely that attitudes will be unre-
lated to or only slightly related to overt behavior than 
that attitudes will be closely related to actions ... 
Prompted by reports that have questioned the assump-
tion that a strong predictive relationship exists between 
attitude and behavior, social psychologists have investi-
gated the conditions under which attitude-behavior con-
sistency is likely to occur. Specific behaviors are best 
predicted by specific attitude measures {Fishbein, 1966; 
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Wicker & Pomazal, 1971; Weigel, Vernon & Tognacci, 1974; 
Herberlein & Black, 1976); and more general clusters of 
behavior are best predicted by more comprehensive attitude 
measures {Fishbein & Ajzen, 1974; Weigel & Newman, 1976). 
Some studies about "willingness to have a picture 
with a Black both taken and \'lid ely distributed" did yield 
some positive relationship between attitude and behavior 
{De Fleur & rlestie, 1958; Linn, 1965; Green, 1972). Furth-
er, other studies examining the relationship of 'attitude 
and agreement or commitment to participate in behavior with 
Blacks' did show a positive relationship. But often these 
relationships were not as stong as expected. 
In addition, there are quite a few studies that 
fail to support attitude-behavior consistency. La Piere 
{1934) was the first to find inconsistency between self-
report and actual behavior w·i th regard to providing service 
to Chinese. Myrdal's {1944) "American Dilemma" is largely 
the societal disjunction between attitudes and behavior wiih 
a tolerant value system conflicting with discriminatory 
normative patterns. Bernberg {1952) and Vroom {1962) found 
low and negative correlations of attitude toward one's job 
with job absences respectively. Berg (1966) found negative 
relationships between attitude of college students toward 
Blacks and the behavior of conforming to autokinetic 
judgments of Blacks. Weitz (1972) found that friendly 
attitude toward Blacks did not correlate with voice tone 
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and behavior. Despite repeated failures to demonstrate a 
strong rela~ionship between attitude and behavior, the 
basic assumption that human behavior is determined by 
attitudes has continued to persist. 
This study will look into the attitude-behavior re-
lationship using some specific measures of attitude, be-
havior and preference. 
Goals of the Study 
This study will examine interracial attitudes, 
actual friendship choices and preferences among a) Blacks, 
b) Whites, c) Mexican Americans, and d) Puerto Ricans. 
The Karlins et al. favorability index will be utilized in 
a form modified for high school students. The students 
will be asked to rate their own ethnic group and the other 
ethnic groups in the school. The students will also be 
asked to make friendship choices from their actual school 
companions. Last of all, the students will also choose 
'would-be classmates' from a set of hypothetical applicants 
to the school. The favorability index will be utilized as 
an attitude measure, the actual choice of friends as a 
behavioral measure and the choice of 'would-be classmates' 
as a social distance measure of preference. 
In the context of past attitudinal studies, it is 
expected that each group will be more favorable in rating 
its own group and less favorable to the other groups 
(hypothesis 1). This has always been true cf Whites, but 
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in the context of changes of the past 15-20 years, it 
is expected to be true for the Blacks as well. The Hispan-
ic groups are expected to exhibit similar results. Since 
the favorability ratings of the various groups will be 
high toward th~ir O\in group, it is also expected that more 
actual friendship choices will be made from their own 
ethnic group (hypothesis 2). The social distance measure 
of preference is also expected to show more ingroup choices 
than outgroup choices (hypothesis 3). In the context of 
the contact hypothesis, those students who have had the 
opportunity to be close to other ethnic groups in the 
grade school and the present high school 't-rill be expected 
to rate these groups more favorably, to choose more friends, 
and also to make more preferences from among these groups. 
In other words, the interracial contact at the grade school 
level and the humber of years in the present desegregated 
school would influence favorability, friendship choices 
and preferences (hypothesis 4). And finally, if the 
attitude-behavior consistency theory holds its ground, 
data will yield a positive relationship between attitude 
toward the ethnic groups and friendship choices from the 
same; and a similar relationship could be expected be-
tween attitude and preferences (hypothesis 5). 
METHOD 
Basically, the methodology will be directed to three 
main tasks: a) to find the favorability index for each of 
the four ethnic groups (Blacks, Whites, Mexican American 
and Puerto Rican), b) to determine the proportion of 
friendship choices made from each of the four groups, and 
c) to find preferences which students make from a set of 
hypothetical applicants to the school (a measure of 
social distance). 
Subjects 
A desegregated, inner-city school was selected be-
cause of the sizable proportion of target populations it 
possessed: 28% Black, 15.7% White, 42.2% Mexican American, 
and 11.9% Puerto Rican. The school also had 2.2% of its 
students who were Orientals or others. These were not in-
cluded in the study, since their numbers were too small. 
The school consists of 682 male students in grades 9-12. 
Eight classes, two from each grade, comprizing a total of 
247 students were asked to fill out a questionnaire (Ap-
pendix). Of these a total of 58 subjects were dropped 
from the analysis: 51 because they were incomplete, and 
seven because they belonged to the ethnic groups categor-
ized as "other." 
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Materials: 
Altho~gh this study was about interracial attitudes 
and friendship choices, the word interracial was not used 
in the questionnaire. The questionnaire was labelled 
"Friendship Patterns Questi:-mnaire" to diminish the sali-
ence of race. Filler information was requested about 
similarity, dissimilarity, neighborhood, gangs, etc., to 
fUrther disguise the racial aspect of the study. The 
questionnaire was administered to all eight classes in one 
morning before the lunch break to prevent students from 
talking to one another about the study. 
a) Modified Favorability Index: 
Many of the 84 traits used in the three Princeton 
studies were far beyond the vocabulary of the students. 
This was also the opinion of two English teachers in the 
school. These teachers were given the list of 84 traits 
and asked to provide substitute words, which in their 
opinion, would be understood by 9th grade students in the 
school. In addition, 30 9th graders were asked to name 
two of their friends and to describe them with a minimum 
of three adjectives. Then a list of 20 adjectives was 
prepared from the substitute w·ords provided by the teachers 
and the most frequently used adjectives provided by the 
freshmen. Of these 20 (Table 2), 5 were very favbrable, 
5 were favorable, 5 average, and the remaining 5 unfavor-
able according to Anderson's (1968) ratings of likeability. 
Very Favorable 
Honest 
Happy 
Understanding 
Well-mannered 
Interesting 
Table 2 
List of 20 trait adjectives used to 
describe the various ethnic groups. 
Favorable Neutral 
Helpful Cunning 
Religious Quiet 
Sportsmanlike Tough 
Nice Ordinary 
Smart Old-fashioned 
Unfavorable 
Foolish 
Lazy 
Show-off (showy) 
' Angry 
Unreliable 
~-
t-J 
0'1 
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As part of the questionnaire, the students were also 
asked to describe the ethnic groups in the school utiliz-
ing any five of these 20 adjectives. The Katz and Braly 
method (1933) consisted in asking what was typical of each 
group. This too, was simplified by asking the students to 
describe the ethnic groups. The subjects were subsequent-
ly asked to give evaluative ratings of the 20 adjectives, 
with 1 representing a negative trait, 5 a positive trait, 
and 3 a neutral trait. The favorability ratings given 
by each student were utilized to construct a favorability 
index. The favorability values of the traits used to 
describe each group were summed across the five trait 
adjectives and then divided by the number of traits. This 
average favorability of the groups was then transformed 
to a. range of -1 to +1. The same method was used to get 
self-favorability ratings from each of the subjects. 
b) Choice of Friends: 
The 30 freshmen who had described their friends 
were asked to write down three things they normally like 
to do with their friends. On the basis of this informa-
tion, six categories of activities were determined: 
1) sharing secrets and problems, 2) going for walks, 
movies, or to watch a ball game, 3) playing games like 
basketball, baseball, etc. 4) eating lunch or sandwich, 
5) sharing records, money or any other possessions, and 
6) doing homework or preparing for exams together. The 
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subjects were asked on the questionnaire to choose an 
actual friend from the school for each of the six dif-
ferent tasks and to identify the race of his friend. 
These friends were from the ones they really had in 
school. In order to tone down the sal:tence of race, 
filler information was asked, which made it appear that 
race was only one of the many aspects under study. 
c) Preferences: 
The students were asked to choose 2 out of 12 
hypothetical applicants to the school, who would be with 
them in the same class: 
Twelve students have applied for admission to your 
school. But there are only two places free. And 
so, only two more students can be admitted to the 
school. Since these students will belong to your 
class, the Principal would like to know which of 
them you want to admit to the school. You can 
choose only two. 
Each of the hypothetical applicants was described with 
name and race. Eight of them were good in sports and 
studies: two from each of the four ethnic groups. Of 
these one from each ethnic group was described as poor 
and the other as rich. The remaining four were put in as 
fillers, one from each of the four ethnic groups and a 
random combination of the other three variables (sports, 
studies, and economic status). The order in which the 12 
hypothetical applicants were presented was varied to 
offset any order effect. Since there were 3 from each 
ethnic group, the 12 applicants l'lere randomly assigned 
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t~ 3 groups; and the 4 within each group were again 
randomly ordered. These 3 gr~ups were arranged in such 
a way so that each group had a chance to appear at the 
t~p, middle and bottom of the list. The 3 listings were 
then put in reverse order to give a t~tal of 6 different 
orders in which the hypothetical applicants were presented 
to the subjects. These hypothetical choices were used 
to determine racial preferences outside of the school. 
They were a very specific measure of social distance. 
d) Other Relevant Data: 
The name and address of the previous school 
attended were collected together with demographic data. 
The racial comp~siti~n of the grade schools attended by 
these students were obtained from the Chicago School 
Board and the Catholic School Board offices. B~th these 
offices had the Mexican American and Puerto Rican popula-
tions aggregated under the title uHispanic." Theref~re, 
the Mexican American and Puert~ Rican subjects had to be 
combined whenever any analysis related to grade school 
composition was performed. Finally, the racial composi-
tion data from the grade schools was for the current 
year, and therefore many differ somewhat from the actual 
year or years in which the subjects studied in those 
grade schools. 
RESULTS 
Favorability 
A 4 x 4 repeated measures multivariate analysis of 
variance of group rating by group rated yielded a main 
effect of group rated with an F(3, 186) = 13.421, 
significant at £ .001. The results also showed an 
interaction effect (group rating x group rated) with an 
F(9, 445) = 10.672, also significant at £<.001. No main 
effect of group rating was found. 
The mean ratings of favorability confirm the 
findings of the analysis of variance. Each group (except 
the Puerto Ricans) rated their own group as high or 
higher than the rest. The Puerto Ricans rated their group 
slightly lower than Whites, but not significantly different. 
Table 3 shows the mean ratings and the ranks derived util-
izing correlated t-tests. These t-tests show that none of 
the groups rate Whites significantly different from them-
selves. 
The relationship between the ethnic groups was 
examined in two ways: the ingroup effect, and the out-
group effect. The ingroup effect was defined as the dif-
ference between a group's mean self-rating and its mean 
rating of other groups. The size of the ingroup effect 
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Table 3 
Mean fav~rability ratings acc~rding t~ each group. 
GROUP RATED I 
Gr~up 
Rating Blacks Whites 
Blacks .400 .274 
N = 50 a* ab 
Whites I .017 I .512 N = 40 b a 
Mexican 
.038 Amerir.an .352 
N = 77 b a 
~erto can .118 .432 
N = 22 b a 
~11 raters .139 .375 
N = 189 b a 
*C~mm~n subscripts indicate that gr~ups 
each other as per correlated t-tests. 
formed, the alpha level was lowered t~ 
clared significant {Winer, 1971). 
Mexican 
f 
Puert~ 
American Rican 
.226 .206 
b b 
.255 .008 
I b b 
.457 .162 
a b 
.0~9 .ln8 
a 
.307 .171 
a b 
are n~t significantly different fr~m 
Since 6 correlated t-tests were per-
.008 bef~re a difference was de- 1\) 
....... 
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indicated how ingroupish a particular ethnic group was: 
the larger the ingroup effect, the more ingroupish the 
group. The outgroup effect was defined as the difference 
between the mean rating a group received from outgr~ups 
and the group's mean self-rating. The more negative the 
~utgr~up effect, the m~re a group was likely to subjectiv~ 
ly feel rejected by the outgroups. Table 4 shows that 
all the ingroup and outgroup effects are significant at 
£<.05. Hence, all the groups were significantly ingroup-
ish, and all the groups were rated significantly lower 
than their group's mean self-rating. A between-groups 
comparis~n indicated that Whites were the most ingroupish 
and the Blacks were least so. The Mexican Americans were 
als~ very ingroupish, but n~t as much as the Whites. An 
examinati~n ~f the sizes ~f outgroup effects sh~wed that 
all groups were rated significantly lower than they rated 
themselves. The Blacks were rated significantly lower 
than were the Whites and Mexican Americans. 
Besides, examining each ethnic group, the ratings w 
were aggregated across all subjects (Table 3). These 
ratings placed the Whites and Mexican Americans high, 
and the Puerto Ricans and Blacks lO't'l. The Whites were the 
m~st favored and the Blacks were least favored. This is 
because none of the gr~ups rated the Whites significantly 
different fr~m themselves, and the Blacks were rated as 
significantly different from themselves by all groups. 
Table 4 
Mean Self- Mean Rating Mean Rating Ingroup Effect Outgroup 
Ethnic Rating by Given to Received from of Effect of 
Group Group Outgroups Outgroups Favorability Favorability' 
Blacks b -.~§4 N = 50 .400 .235 .016 .165 t = 3.16** t = - .04*** 
Whites 
.512 .093 .338 .4~1 -.114 N = 40 t = 5.9 *** t = -2.48* 
Mexican a ab 
American .457 .184 .257 
.276 -.200 N = 77 t = 7.1 *** t = -3.16** 
nerto 
.418 I ab -.~§6 can .203 .132 .215 
N = t = 2.67* t = -2.51* 
i 
Ingroup and outgroup effects of favorability are all significant at .05. Asterisks 
indicate significance levels: ~< .05, **£ < .01, and **~< .001. Groups that 
differ significantly from each other at £< .05 have different superscripts. 
I 
I 
I 
1\) 
w 
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This supports the hypothesis that each ethnic group 
will be more favorable to its own group and less favorable 
to other groups. 
Actual Friendship Choices 
A 4 x 4 repeated measures multivaraite analysis of 
variance of group choosing by group chosen yielded a main 
eff'ect o:r group chosen with an F(3, 186) = 34.96, signif'i-
cant at .001. Results also showed an interaction eff'ect 
with an F(9,445) = 75.616, significant at .001. No main 
ef'fect of group choosing was expected, since each subject 
was permitted to choose only six friends. 
The arcsin transformations of the proportion of 
choices made show that each group made a greater propor-
tion of ingroup choices. Table 5 shows the mean of these 
trans:rormed proportions and the ranks derived utilizing 
correlated t-tests. 
In the case o~ proportion of choices too, the dif-
ferences between the ethnic groups were examined in two 
different ways: the ingroup effect and outgroup effect. 
The base-rate availability of the various ethnic groups 
was taken to be the expected proportion of choices. Thus, 
the ingroup effect was computed as the difference between 
ingroup choices and the base-rate availability of the 
particular ethnic group in the school. Similarly, the 
outgroup effect was computed as the difference between 
base-rate availability 
Group 
Choosing 
Blacks 
N = 50 
'Whites 
N = 40 
Mexican 
American 
N = 77 
Puerto 
Rican 
N = 22 
All 
choosers 
N = 189 
Table 5 
Mean arcsin transrormations of proportion of 
actual choices of friends made by each group 
GROUP CHOSEN 
Blacks Whites Mexican American 
2.491 .241• .199 
a* b b 
.306 1.604 1.103 
b a a 
'.184 
.457 2.436 
c b a 
.627 .509 .963 
ab b ab 
.872 .649 1.391 
b b a 
Puerto 
Rican 
-316 
b 
.383 
b 
.237 
be 
1.374 
a 
.422 
c 
*Common subscripts indicate that the groups are not significantly 
different from each other as per correlated t-tests. Alpha level 
was lowered to .008 since six tests were performed on each set of data. 
!\) 
\J'l 
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made ~~ that gr~up by ~utgr~up. Table 6 sh~ws all the 
gr~ups to be signi~icantly ingroupish with£< .001, and 
the Blacks as the most ingr~upish. As regards the out-
gr~up e~~ect, the Mexican Americans were ch~osen signi~i­
cantly less than expected, the Blacks came next, ~~ll~wed 
by Whites and Puerto Ricans. 
Looking at the same data across all subjects 
{Table 7) showed that each group 'tvas ch~sen more or less 
according to the expected base-rate availability o~ the 
group in the schools. Th~ugh the Z values were not signi~i­
cant, Whites were ch~sen relatively more o~ten than their 
base-rate availability in the scho~l. The Blacks were 
underchosen. 
Here again, the data support the hyp~thesis that 
each group will have a greater proporti~n o~ ingr~up 
ch~ices ~~ actual ~riends. 
Pre~erences 
Here is the case o~ pre~erences ~or hypothetical 
classmates, the multivariate F(3, 186) = 2.32 was marginally 
signi~icant (£<.07). The interaction effect of group pre-
~erred and group preferring did yield an F(9, 445) = 
17.86 which was signi~icant at£< .001. N~ main e~fect o~ 
group pre~erring was t~ be expected, since each subject 
was permitted to choose a maximum of tw~ only. 
The mean number of choices made showed that each 
group made a greater number of ingroup preferences. 
Table 6 
I ' 
Actual Proportion Expected Ingroup Outgroup 
Ethnic proportion of choices proportion effect of effect of 
group of .ingroup made by of choices choices choices 
choices out groups 
a ab 
Blacks .767 .062 .280 .487 -.218 
N = 50 z = 7.67*** z = -3.43** 
I b a l ~'hites .472 .091 .157 .315 -.066 
N = 4o z = 5 ).,l8*** z = -1.15 
Mexican b b 
A:nerican .735 .190 .422 .313 -.232 
N = 77 z = 5-56*** z = -4.12*** 
Puerto b ab 
Rican .395 .057 .119 .276 -.062 
N = 22 z = 3-99*** z = -.898 
Ingroup effect of.choices is significant at~( .001 for all groups. Outgroup effect of 
choices is significant for Blacks and Mexican Americans only. Asterisks indicate signifi-
cance levels: *P< .05, **~< .01, **~ < .001. Groups that differ significantly from each 
other at £( .05 have different superscripts. 
1\.) 
-.J 
I 
I 
Table 7 
Actual Expected 
Group proportion of proportion of z 
chosen all choices choices Values 
(across all subjects) 
Blacks .261 .280 -.58 NS 
Whites .194 .157 1.39 NS 
Mexican 
.417 .422 -.14 NS American 
Puerto 
.126 .119 .29 NS Rican 
------- ----···-· --------~·-~ 
The z values for deviation from expected values show that actual 
proportion of choices made do not deviate significantly from ex-
pected base-rate availability in the school population. All 
above values were insignificant. 
! 
_I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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Table 8 shows these means ranked with subscripts derived 
by using correlated t-tests. Each group was found to be 
ingroupish in the preferences they made. As in the case 
of choices, the ingroups' and outgroups' preferences too 
were compared to the expected proportions to find out if 
these were significant. Each ethnic group should have 
been equally preferred since there were three from each 
group out of a total of 12 hypothetical would-be students. 
The ingroup effect of preferences was significant at 
£( .01 for each of the groups, thus showing that each 
group made significantly more ingroup choices than the 
expected proportion of .25. The Puerto Ricans were most 
ingroupish with an ingroup effect = .331 and the Mexican 
Americans were least so, with an ingroups effect of only 
.153. A comparison of the four ethnic groups showed that 
they did not differ from one another (Table 9). However, 
the Mexican Americans were less ingroupish than Puerto 
Ricans at a £ .oo. As regards the outgroup effect, the 
Mexican Americans were preferred significantly less than 
expected. The groups did not significantly differ from 
one another on the size of the outgroup effect. 
The preferences across all subjects were not signi-
ficantly different from expected values, but the Blacks 
were preferred more often than the other three groups 
(Table 10). For the most part this over-preferring con-
sists of the Blacks' ingroup preferences. The other three 
Table 8 
! GROUP PREFERRED 
I . 
Group Mexican Puerto 
~referring Blacks vlhites American Rican 
Blacks 1.060 .500 .160 .280 
N = 50 a b c be 
vlhites .475 .950 .225 .275 
N = 4o ab a b b 
l.fexican 
.455 .286 .805 .455 American 
N = 77 b b a b 
Puerto 
.409 .091 .318 1.136 Rican 
N = 22 b b b a 
All 
.614 .460 .455 .450 subjects 
N = 189 a a a a 
1 
Mean number of preferences made by each group. Common subscripts indicate 
that the groups are not significantly different from each other as per 
correlated t-tests. Alpha level was fixed at .008 s·ince a total of 
six t-tests t'lere done. w 0 
Table 9 
Proportion Proportion Expected Ingroup Outgroup 
Ethnic of ingroup of preferences proportion effect of effect of 
group preferences made by preferences preferences 
outgroups 
a a 
Blacks ·530 .226 .25 .280 -.024 
N == 50 z = 4.57*** z = -.392 
; I 
' 
a a 
Whites .493 .165 .25 .24~ -.085 
N = 40 z = 3.5 *** z = -1.24 
He xi can a a 
A::nerican 
.403 .107 .25 .153 -.14~ 
z = 3.10** z = -2. 9** 
Pue~o- __ I \ a a Rican .581 .179 I .25 ·331 -.071 
\ 
z = 3.58*** z = -. 769 
--·---- --
Ingroup effect of preferences is significant at£( .01 for all groups. Outgroup effect 
is significant for only Mexican Americans. Asterisks denote significance levels: 
*E.< .05, ·~*E..< .Ol, -K·**E. < .001. Superscripts show that the groups are not significantly 
different from each other.at E..< .05. As regards the ingroup effect, Mexican Americans 
I 
I 
are different from Puerto Ricans at .12.< .10. VJ 
~ 
Table 10 
The proportion of preferences changed to z values 
Actual Expected 
Group proportion of proportion 
Preferred preferences of (across all subjects) preferences 
Blacks .310 .25 
Whites .232 .25 
Mexican 
.229 .25 American 
Puerto 
.227 .25 Rican 
-------- -------- -- ------------ ---- - -- ---- ------ -----
z 
values 
1.90 
-.57 
-.66 
-.73 
I 
VJ 
1\) 
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groups, even with their strong ingroup preferences, were 
still preferred less than the expected proportion. 
In the case of this third hypothesis too, each group 
made a great proportion of ingroup preferences from among 
the would be class-mates presented to them. 
Contact Hypothesis and Ingroupishness 
The contact hypothesis proposes that contact will 
lessen ingroupishness. Hence one would expect that, 
a) the proportion of other ethnic groups in the 
previously attended grade school will corre-
late with favorability toward, proportion of 
choices made from, and the number of preferences 
made from the other ethnic groups, and 
b) students who have been in the desegregated 
school longer will be more favorable to and 
choose more from the outgroups. 
The records of the Archdiocesan School Board in 
Chicago and the Chicago School Board did not have the 
Mexican American and Puerto Rican groups listed as separ-
ate categories, but as one Hispanic group; hence they were 
combined as one group. Additionally, there was an influx 
of students from a neighboring high school which had to 
close down. These students were dropped from the analysis, 
since their experience in another high school was con-
sidered as an intervening variable which was different 
from those who had come to this school from other grade 
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sch~~ls in the neighb~rh~~d. Hence the dr~p in the t~tal 
number ~r subjects rr~m 189 t~ 150 r~r the purp~se ~f 
this analysis ~nly. Correlations were c~mputed within 
each gr~up separately, and then averaged across the 
ethnic gr~up using r t~ z transrormati~ns. Table 11 gives 
these averaged c~rrelati~ns which indicate that Hyp~thesis 
IVa has received slight supp~rt. Within ethnic gr~ups, 
those students c~ming fr~m sch~ols with pr~p~rti~nally 
m~re Blacks were significantly m~re rav~rable t~ward 
Blacks. Th~se students coming rr~m sch~~ls with m~re 
Hispanics made more friendship ch~ices or Hispanics. No 
~ther effects were significant alth~ugh the c~ntact 
hypothesis received its str~ngest supp~rt in actual 
rriendship ch~ices. 
The examination ~f ingr~up and outgr~up effects 
showed that across the four grades there was no consistent 
decrease in ingroup or outgr~up effect (Table 12). H~w­
ever, c~mparing the c~llapsed means acr~ss 9th and lOth 
grades with the c~llapsed means across 11th and 12th grades, 
~ne finds that an increased ingr~up and ~utgr~up effect 
was manirested ~n the fav~rability ratings. But on the 
behavi~ral measure of actual ch~ice, the collapsed means 
of ingr~up and ~utgr~up efrects did sh~w a decrease. 
Thus, in the higher grades the subjects were relatively less 
ingr~upish, and m~re ~pen t~ ~utgr~ups. The .c~llapsed 
means ~f ingr~up and ~utgr~up effects ~f preferences f~l-
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Table 11 
Correlations of proportion of ethnic groups in 
previously attended grade schools with favorability, 
proportion of choices and number of preferences. 
CORRELATIONS OF PROPORTION OF ETHNIC GROUPS 
IN PREVIOUSLY ATTENDED GRADE SCHOOLS iviTH 
Groups 
rated or Favor- Proportion Number of 
chosen ability of choices Preferences 
Blacks .177 .127 -.085 
E.= .05 p = NS p = NS 
V.'lhi tes .011 .077 -.018 
E. = NS E.= NS E. = NS 
Hispanics "013 .203 .093 
I E.= NS I p = .05 ::> = NS ~ 
Degree of freedom for all the above correlations is 150. 
I 
Table 12 
Favora'bility Ratings Proportion of Choices Proportion of Preferences 
Ingroup Outgroup Ingroup Out group , Ingroup Outgroup 
Grades effect effect ef:fect e:f:fect e:ff'ect e:ffect 
Freshmen 
9th Grade .266 -.243 .462 -.151 .284 -.086 
Sophomore 
.417 -.194 lOth Grade .192 -.153 .139 -.o48 
Mean of 9th 
& lOth Grades .229 -.198 .439 -.172 .211 -.066 
Jun:tor 
11th Grade .361 -.388 .361 -.098 .284 -.094 
Senior 
12th Grade .237 -.285 .389 -.128 .298 -.094 
1-1ee.n of 11th 
& 12th Grades .299 -.337 .375 -.113 .291 -.094 
Ingroup and outgroup effects of favora'b11ity, choices, and preferences for each of the 
four grades. Grades 9 and 10, and grades 11 and 12 are averaged to check :for trends not~ 
obvious across the grade taken individually. ~ 
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l~wed the pattern ~f the fav~rability ratings: increased 
ingr~up and .outgroup effect. Thus, of all the three 
measures taken, the behavi~ral measure ~f ch~ice ~f actual 
friends supp~rted the c~ntact hypothesis, while the 
fav~rability ratings and preferences did n~t. Testing for 
significant trends was n~t undertaken, since this was n~t 
a l~ngitudinal study and c~h~rt differences would have been 
c~nf~unded with our variables ~f interest. 
Attitudes and Behavi~r 
It is expected that attitude t~ward and ethnic gr~up 
will correlate p~sitively with the proporti~n ~f friendship 
ch~ices made fr~m that gr~up. A similar relatl~nship is 
expected between attitude and the number of preferences. 
In ~rder t~ av~id inflating the correlations, they 
were c~mputed within each of the ethnic gr~ups and then 
averaged using the r t~ z transformations in order t~ find 
the strength of the relati~nship acr~ss all the groups 
(Table 13). Alth~ugh the ethnic gr~ups were taken together 
to increase the degrees ~f freed~m f~r each ~f the correla-
ti~ns, the results did n~t sh~w any appreciable level ~f 
significance. The ~nly c~rrelati~n that sh~wed significance 
was the one ~f attitude t~ward the ~1ert~ Rican with the 
pr~p~rti~n ~f choices made from that group. However, all 
relati~nships were mildly p~sitive in the hyp~thesized 
directi~n, indicating that there may be a true relati~nship 
between attitudes and behavior that is of the magnitude 
Table 13 
CORRELATIONS OF 
Groups Favorability Favorability Proportion of 
rated or l'Tith with number choices with . 
chosen proportion of of preferences number of 
choices preferences 
.o88 .114 .050 
Blacks E. = NS E.= NS E.= NS 
.o4o .. 032 .124 
Whites E.= NS E.= NS J2. = NS 
Mexican .080 .102 .o45 
American E. = NS E.= NS E.= NS 
Puerto .232 .047 .087 
Rican 1?.. = .01 E.= NS E.= NS 
---------
---- - ------ ------- -- --- ---- ------ ---- -----
-
------- -~------------------------- - --~~ 
Correlations of fa.vorability with proportion of choices and with 
number of preferences. Correlations of proportion of choices and 
number of preferences are also included. 
Degrees of freedom for all the correlations is 189. w 
(X) 
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of r = 1 . . 
DISCUSSION 
All measures used in this study, the fav~rability in-
dex, the pr~porti~n ~f actual ch~ices made, and preferences 
expressed by w~uld be classmates - sh~wed that each ethnic 
gr~up was extremely ingroupish. The size ~f the ingroup 
effects yielded a hierarchy ranging from the least ingr~up­
ish t~ the m~st ingr~upish {Table 14). For the measure 
of fav~rability the Whites are the m~st ingr~upish, and 
the Blacks least s~. As regards prop~rti~n ~f actual 
ch~ices, the Blacks are the m~st ingr~upish, while the 
Puert~ Ricans are the least so. And last of all, f~r the 
preference measure of social distance ~r behavi~ral in-
tention, the Puert~ Ricans are the m~st ingr~upish and 
the Mexican Americans the least s~. If ~ne lo~ks at the 
ethnic groups across the three measures, one finds that 
the Whites and Mexican Americans are not significantly 
different from each other, the Whites tending to be 
slightly more ingroupish than the Mexican Americans. The 
Blacks are the least ingr~upish on fav~rability, but the 
m~st ingroupish ~n the pr~p~rtion of actual choices made, 
and sec~nd in rank on being ingroupish ~n the preference 
measure. The Puerto Ricans who d~ n~t rate themselves t~o 
favorably, are the least ingroupish on the prop~rtion of 
actual choices, but the most ingroupish on the preference 
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Table 14 
Measures used Most Least I I 
in this study ingroupish •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ingroupish 
i 
I 
a a ab b ' 
Favorability Whites Mexican Puerto Blacks I 
index Americans Ricans 
.419 .273 .215 .165 
a b b b 
' Mexican Puerto 
Proportion of Blacks Whites Americans Ricans 
actual choices .487 .315 .313 .276 
a a a a 
Preferences Puerto Mexican 
of would-be Ricans Blacks Whites Americans 
classmates 
·331 .280 .243 .153 
-- - ---- -------
-------- -~ ----------- -~----
Hierarchy of ethnic groups from the most ingroupish to the least ingroupish based 
upon ingroup e~fects. Different superscripts indicate significant differences be-
tween the groups. 
..t=' 
,....., 
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measure. Overall, the Blacks are the least favored by 
self and by others; and though they cho~se friends from 
their own group the most, they are the least chosen by 
others. 
For each of the three measures the pattern of the 
m~st favored and most ch~sen groups was not very different 
from the pattern found on ingroupishness (Table 15). 
For the favorability index, the Whites were the most 
favorably rated, and the Blacks were the least so. As 
regards the proportion of actual choices, the Whites were 
the most chosen but now the Mexican Americans were the 
least chosen. And on the preference measure, the Blacks 
were the most chosen, while the Mexican Americans were the 
least chosen. Looking across all the three measures, one 
finds that the Whites were the most favorably and most 
chosen, and the preferences of Whites was not significant-
ly different from the Blacks, who were the m~st preferred. 
The Mexican Americans were among the more favorably rated 
but least chosen and preferred. The Puerto Ricans though 
not rated quite favorably, but were chosen and preferred 
the second highest. Last of all the Blacks who are rated 
the lowest and chosen am~ng the least, are preferred 
most of all. 
Of the four ethnic groups in this study, the lVhites 
are in the most comfortable position. They rate them-
selves very high, choose themselves quite moderately, and 
Table 15 
Most favorably rated, Least favorably rated, 
Measures used most chosen, least chosen, 
in this study and most preferred ••••••••••••••••• and least preferred 
a ab be c 
Favorability Mexican Puerto 
index Whites Americans Ricans Blacks 
-.174 -.248 -.286 -.384 
a ab ab b 
Proportion of' Puerto Mexican 
actual choices Whites Ricans Blacks Americans 
-.066 -.062 -.218 -.232 
a a a a 
Preferences Puerto Mexican 
of would-be Blacks. Ricans Whites Americans 
classmates -.024 -.071 -.085 -.143 
-~----~-- -- - ---- ---- ---- -- --- ---------- -- ----- --------- ----- - ---------------------------- _L____ ---- ---------- -------- - --- -- - ----- -- -- --- ----- -- --
Hierarchy of' ethnic groups from the most favorably rated and chosen to the leaGt 
favorably ra~ed and least chosen based upon outgroup effects. Different super-
scripts indicate significant differences between groups. 
.:::-
w 
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though they do not prefer themselves more than the Puerto 
Ricans and ~lacks prefer themselves, they are not signifi-
cantly different from the Puerto Ricans and Blacks. The 
Whites are also among the most favorably rated and the 
most chosen by other groups. However, they are not pre-
ferred as much as the Blacks and the Puerto Ricans. 
The Mexican Americans are not very far behind the 
Whites. In fact, on all three measures, they are as in-
groupish as the Whites, though only slightly less. Fur-
thermore, they are rated by other groups almost as 
favorably as the Whites. However, other groups choose and 
prefer the Mexican Americans the least of all the four 
ethnic groups. 
The Puerto Ricans are not as ingroupish as the 
Whites and Mexican Americans on the favorability measure, 
and are the least ingroupish on the proportion of friend-
ship choises made; but they are the most ingroupish on 
the preference measure. The favorability ratings of 
Puerto Ricans by other groups are fairly low, but they 
seem to be chosen and preferred a lot better than their 
favorability ratings indicate. 
Last of all, the Blacks though significantly in-
groupish, rate themselves lower than the other groups rate 
themselves. Thus relative to other groups they evaluate 
their own group poorly on the favorability index. Looking 
at this phenomenon from another point of view, they are 
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the least ingroupish, and rate other groups quite favorably. 
As regards actual friendship choices however, they are the 
most ingroupish and are fairly ingroupish on the preference 
measure. They seem to be "low-caste" - least favored by 
everyone, and though they choose themselves very highly, 
they are avoided by others as friends. On the preference 
measure they were the most preferred of all the groups. 
The favorability ratings show a consistent hierarchi-
cal pattern on both the ingroup and outgroup effect: 
~fuites Mexican Americans Puerto Ricans Blacks 
But on the friendship choices the hierarchical pattern is 
not only inconsistent across ingroup and outgr::mp ef-
fects, but is also different from the pattern found for 
favorability ratings: 
Ingroup effect (choices): 
Blacks Whites Mexican Americans Puerto Ricans 
Outgroup effect (choices): 
Whites Puerto Ricans Blacks Mexican Americans 
It may well be that Blacks, who are not rated favorably 
or chosen frequently by outgroups, choose themselves more 
often in an effort to compensate themselves for this "un-
fair" treatment. The Mexican Americans, though rated 
fairly high, are the least chosen. Since the Mexican 
Americans are the single largest group in the school, the 
subjects are probably looking for a little diversity in 
the type of friends they have. On the preference measure, 
the ingroup and outgroup hierarchical patterns do not 
show marked.differences among themselves: 
Ingroup effect (preferences): 
Puerto Ricans Blacks Whites Mexican Americans 
Outgroup effect (preferences): 
Blacks Puerto Ricans Whites Mexicans 
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The Blacks and the Puerto Ricans are preferred more than 
the Whites and Mexican Americans. Compared with the 
favorability ratings, there is a shift toward the Blacks 
and Puerto Ricans on the preferences. Although the 
reasons for this have not been explored, two possible 
factors may have been responsible for this. First, the 
subjects may have been influenced by "what is thought to 
be socially desirable." Hence, they seem to prefer to go 
along a socially desirable course on the preference mea-
sure. This is also understandable when one interprets 
the preference measure as an indication of behavioral 
intention. However, one cannot rule out the possibility 
that the students really desire a change in their attitudes 
and behavior toward the Blacks and Puerto Ricans. Second, 
the school where the study was conducted is in recent years 
vying for the regi::mal and state championships in Basket-
ball. Moreover, 10 out 12 hypothetical choices were 
described as "good in sports" and across all subjects 
those good in sports were overpreferred (z = 3.18, signifi-
cant at £(.005). It is extremely likely, that the phrase 
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"good in sports" was interpreted as being "good in basket-
ball. 11 This interpretation together with the fact that 
most of the players on the school basketball team are 
Blacks, could have led to the shift toward the Blacks. 
Many of the Puerto Ricans in the school are 11Black, 11 i.e., 
are dark-skinned and have negroid features. Many of the 
"Blacks" on the basketball team may in fact have been 
Puerto Ricans, which in turn could explain why Puerto 
Ricans too were preferred over vfuites and Mexican Americans. 
Although there are no marked differences between the 
ingroup and outgroup effects, there seems to be a slight 
shift between the Puerto Ricans and Blacks: 
Ingroup effect (preferences): 
Puerto Ricans Blacks 
Outgroup effect (preferences): 
Blacks Puerto Ricans 
This shift shows that the assumption about many of the 
"Blacks" on the team being Puerto Rican is reasonable, 
because the Puerto Ricans are more ingroupish than the 
Blacks on the preference measure; and the outgroups, who 
would be less in a position to discriminate between the 
"Black" Puerto Ricans and Blacks W":)Uld ch":)ose more Blacks 
than Puerto Ricans. 
The reas":)ns given ab":)Ve for the shift a) from ~fuites 
and Mexican Americans on the fav":)rability measure t":) 
Puerto Ricans and Blacks ":)n the preference measure, and 
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b) fr0m Puert0 Ricans on the ingr0up effect to Blacks on 
the outgroup effect~ are only conjectural and need further 
study. Over all the three measures~ there is a slight 
bias manifested by outgroups in favor 0f the Whites~ since 
they are the most preferred~ most chosen and fairly 
moderately preferred. The pro-White bias found by earlier 
researchers has not completely disappeared~ though it 
may have considerably dwindled. 
Another consideration w0rth looking into is the 
reason for this extreme ingroupishness of the four ethnic 
gr0ups. First of all~ this ingroupishness does not stem 
from any lack of regard f0r one's own group. This is 
borne out by the fact that each one rates his own group 
higher than the other gr0ups (except of course for the 
Puerto Ricans who rate their own group only marginally 
lower than the vfuites). Furthermore, a self-rating of 
the subjects made in the same way as the favorability in-
dex of the ethnic groups, correlated highly and significant-
ly with the rating they made of their own ethnic group. 
The correlati0ns were as follows: Blacks .304, £( .013; 
Whites .633, £ ( .000; Mexican American .533, £ < .000; and 
Puerto Ricans .542, £ < .005. These indicate that the 
subjects identified themselves very strongly with their 
own ethnic group. Hence, one can conclude that none of 
the ethnic groups involved in this study rejected their 
own ethnic group in favor of another. Secondly, the precise 
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reasons for this ingroupishness cannot be delineated from 
this study. No questions about this were asked about the 
reasons for the existence of ingroupishness. This would 
have to be the focus of another study. 
The contact hypothesis did not seem to make any 
significant contribution to the reduction of ingroupish-
ness. First of all, the proportion of ethnic groups in 
the grade schools attended by the students was not related 
to their favorability indices, choice of friends and 
preferences. Quite a few of the students had to be dropped 
from the analysis at this point, since they were transfer 
students from another higher school. The proportion of 
ethnic groups which were collected from the School Board 
offices were only taken for the current year (78-79, year 
of data collection), rather than for the years during which 
the students actually attended the grade schools. It 
was also assumed that the racial composition of these 
grade schools was relatively stable and did not change 
significantly during the last three or four years. This 
may not have been so, and could have affected the strength 
of these correlations. Secondly, the length of a student's 
stay in the school did not contribute to any significant 
reduction in ingroupishness. The comparison between 
collapsed means of grades 9th and lOth, and collapsed 
means of 11th and 12th, indicated that the favorability 
ratings and the preferences did not support the contact 
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hypothesis. However, in the case of actual choices, there 
was a graduql reduction in the ingroup and outgroup 
effects. It seems that in a desegregated context an 
individual is somehow compelled to make choices even w·hen 
one's attitudes do not favor them. Thus the subjects in 
this study have .. grown" to be conservative in their 
attitudes, but relatively liberal in their behavioral 
choices of friends. Since the racial composition of 
each grade was not significantly different from one another 
(X2 (9) = 9.14, NS) the difference in the proportion of 
students in the various grades could not have accounted 
for the differences in the mean ingroup and outgroup 
effects. 
The ~ifth hypothesis too was not confirmed by the 
results. Attitude-behavior consistency followed Wicker's 
(1969) conclusion of low and insignificant relationships 
of attitude with behavior. One explanation for this 
lack of significant relationship could be that the attitude 
measure, although built up from traits used by students 
to describe their friends, was too general a measure and 
did not really measure the attitude of the subjects toward 
having friends from other ethnic groups. The measures of 
choices of actual friends and preferences were too specific 
to correlate with the more general measure of favorability 
toward the ethnic group. Moreover, the preference measure 
was more of a social distance measure than a concrete 
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behavioral measure. 
CONCLUSION 
As a result ~f this study, ~ne can see that min~rity 
gr~ups have c~me a l~ng way fr~m the time they rejected 
their ~wn ethnic gr~up in fav~r ~f Whites. Alth~ugh, ac 
across all subjects, there is a slight bias in fav~r ~f 
the Whites with regard t~ b~th favorability and ch~ice ~f 
actual friends, this is n~t t88 str~ng. Besides, each 
group is m~re fa.v8rable t:) and very c~mf~rtable with its 
own gr~up. The decrease of ingr~up and outgroup effect 
in the ch~ice of actual friends points to the fact that 
liking or attraction between the various ethnic gr~ups is 
on the increase. The fact that Puert~ Ricans and Blacks 
were preferred more than the 8ther gr~ups c~uld have been 
due t~ the str~ng basketball team in this sch~~l and the 
presence ~f the Puerto R:i.cens and Blakes as the backbone 
~f the basketball team. But, since being good in sp8rts 
cann~t necessarily be equated with being go~d in basket-
ball, this guess can in no way be substantiated. One 
c~uld interpret the preferences as an "intention" of what 
the students might like the relationship t~ be. Thus, 
though the de fact~ situati~n indicates that other gr~ups 
do n~t lo~k up~n Blacks and Puerto Ricans favorably, among 
them, the preferring of m~re Blacks and Puerto Ricans c~uld 
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point to their intention to move in a socially desirable 
direction. 
One would be led to think that, since all the sub-
jects have the same status as students, it would be easier 
:ror them to be more open and friendly toward one another. 
But this equal status is confounded with other :ractors 
like socio-economic background, gangs to which certain 
students belong, the neighborho~ds in which they live and 
the race of the students. Although the school does field 
many teams for interschool sports and athletic events, 
there is not much team work nor working toward common 
goals among the various ethnic gr~mps. The various sports 
and extracurricular activities apparently do not demand a 
racial mix: the soccer team is almost exclusively Mexican 
American, the basketball team mostly Black, and the school 
newspaper is edited by a board that is more White. Al-
though across all these activities in the school, each 
ethnic group does get a fair chance to take part in one or 
another activity, there is quite a bit of monopolization 
of any one given activity by one or other ethnic group. 
This prevents the dif'ferent ethnic groups from working 
together on common tasks (Raikar, 1979). 
Of course, one cannot deny that there is a lot of 
physical proximity am::mg the ethnic groups in the school. 
This proximity without prolonged cooperation or intimate 
friendly contact, or without positive feelings associated 
with interracial c~ntact, cann~t be expected t~ reduce 
prejudice and increase appreciati~n ~f ~utgr~ups. These 
issues have n~t been examined in this study, and will have 
t~ be expl~red bef~re any statement ab~ut their presence 
~r absence can be made. 
Lastly, there are a few questi~ns that c~uld be 
raised in the c~ntext ~f desegregati~n p~licy. Has the 
scienti.fic w~rld misled educati~nlists and c~mmunity build-
ers regarding the e.ffects ~f desegrati~n? Is desegregation 
really w~rking? Is it helping t~ward the g~al ~f integra-
tion or is it just p~larizing gr~ups and pitting them 
against ~ne an~ther? The ambigu~us results of past studies 
p~int t~ the fact that the wh~le issue ~f desegregati~n is 
c~mplex. 
What the Sch~~l B~ard wants m~st is n~t just desegre-
gation, but integration which will facilitate the growth 
of m~re favorable attitudes of the ethnic groups towards 
each other, an increase of interpersonal liking and friend-
ship choices, and an increase in the desire to associate 
with each other. Looking at the results ~f this study, 
the Scho~l Board would do well to examine more closely the 
reasons for a decrease in favorable attitudes towards 
other groups. The increase in interracial friendship 
ch~ices is a good sign and an indication that desegrega-
tion is helping, however slowly, t~ increase liking and 
friendships between the ethnic groups. The shift towards 
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the Blacks and Puert~ Ricans ~n the preference measure 
p~ints t~ the fact that these gr~ups are being accepted 
and appreciated f~r their c~ntributi~n in the area ~f 
sp~rts. The Sch~~l B~ard needs t~ encourage the unique 
talents of each of the ethnic groups so t~at what is good 
and positive in them will be noticed and appreciated. This 
latter could g~ a long way to increase favorable attitudes 
towards each other. 
Desegregation by itself, with~ut specific programs 
to promote integration will n~t serve any purpose. This 
study with its one shot approach cannot answer the question 
about the effectiveness of desegregation. One would 
need to find base-rate favorability, and base-rate for 
actual friendship choices before and after implementing 
desegregation in order to answe these questions. Long-
term systematic research to examine the effectiveness 
of the factors instrumental in bringing about integration 
is required. This calls for an extensive research which 
is clearly beyond the scope of this study. 
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Appendix 
FRIEHDSHIP PA'!"rERlfS QUE.STIOririAIHE 
mwt is this questi~nnaire all ab~ut? 
This quecti::mnaire js t~ study friendship ;lRtterns in this 
sch~3l, that is, t~ see wh~ yJur friends are and h~w they are 
similar ~r different fr:~m y:>u. Hence, this questi:~nnaire HilJ 
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ask y:>u f~)r jnf:.n·mati~m nlnut y:mrself nr.d y:>ur friend~ .. vl!13tever 
ansl\'Cl"s y:.:m r;lvc are c::>mnletely secret_ (n~b:>dy l'li lJ kn:~,·: wh:> 'lvr:~te 
\'rh~t ab~ut .":hom~. Theref::>re, do n:."E '·:rite y~ur n:1me an;r.-rhe1:_~2!!, 
th1s .QU(!stl::>nnrnre. 
1. Age: 2. Sex: Mnle / Female 
3. Grade in this sch::>~l: 
1~. Name and address ::>f sch::>:>l last attended: 
5. Name tw::> streets which cross near your h:)use: 
6. Identify your ethnic gr.:mp: {Check r.ny ::me): 
a~ Black b) l'lhite c) Nexican An1er. 
d Pucrt:1 Rican e) Any other? Dcsc1·ib~: 
---
7. Head ::>f the househ:>ld i'!here ,Y3U live: (Check any :>nc): 
n) Fr. the r b) lbther c) Other Guardian 
8. Education ::>f Head ::>f household: (Check any one): 
al Belot-1 grade 8 bl Grnde 8 c:Jmplete 
c Scho::>l beyond 8th d High school graduate 
---e Some Collece f Cnllege graduate 
g Adv.:lnced deeree {N.A., M.D., or Ph.D.) __ _ 
g. Annual Income (d:~llnrs) of Head ~f h-:mseh:Jld: (Check any one): 
al Less than :;~oooc 
c 10,000 tJ 1~,99~ 
c 20 J 000 t::> 2h, 999 =--= 
bl 5,000 t:> 9,999 
d 15,00~ t~ 19,99g~_ 
f 25,000 nnd ab:~vc ____ _ 
10. Now on the next three pac;es you h:)ve t:> ch:>')se and des~riue 
six ~f y~ur REAL FRIENDS FROM THIS SCHOOL. D:J n::>t ch::>:>~c 
the s.:!me friend m::>rc tho.n tNlee. 
Cho:>se a REAL FRIErm FROn THIS SCHOOL ~·Ti th ~-:hom you Ukc t:::> €P 
f:>r ~·!alks, m:)Vi.cr. :::>r t:> ''"t~h :: boll came: 
a) Name your friend: 
b r Name bro streets 1·Thich cr:>sG ncar y:mr friend Is h:::>use: 
c) Your friend's ethnic gr:::>up {Check any :::>ne):· 
i) Black ·-=r- ii) Hhite ___ iii) Mexican Amer. 
iv) PuertJ R1can v) Any other? Describe: 
d) Describe your friend: {Circle Yes or No): 
1 Lives in my neighborh:>od ..•.•.•..••••••.•..•.•. 
ii My :::>1·1n relative •••....•..•.•••.•••.........•... 
iii Member :Jf my gang .•......•.•••..•.•••..••....•. 
iv Similar to me ••.•.•••..•........•.•.••...•.•..• 
v In my grade •.....•...••..••....•••.••..•••...•• 
Was in grade sch:::>:::>l with me .•.....••.....•.•.•• 
Yes 
Ycr: 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
e) Now describe y::>ur rriend using any five :::>f the foll:::>wing 
adjectives: (Circle any five): . 
Honest, Cunning, Foolish, Smart, Lazy, Sp:::>rtsmanlike, 
Quiet, Hnppy, Sh:J\·1-:)fr, Helpful, Angry, Relig:l::..us, Ni-::c, 
Unrc liable, Undcrstanclinc;, Old-fashi:med, Hell-mrJ.nnercd, 
Interesting, Tou~h, and OrdinQry. 
Ch::Jose a REAL FRIEI-IT) FROH THIS SCHOOL with shom y::>u like to eat 
y:mr lunch or snncb:ich: 
a) Name y:::>ur friend: 
b) Nn.;ne h.•::> streets 1·:hlch crass near y:::mr friend 1 s house: 
c) Your friend's ethnic gr:::>up: (Check any one): 
i) Black ii) Vlhite iii) Hexican Amer. 
iv) Pue:ct:::> H.ican __ v) Any :>ther? Describe: 
d) Describe your friend: (Circle Yes :)r No): 
i Lives in my nciGI~J~rh:::>~d ...•.....•........... 
ii ?t.y ::n·;n rclo.tivc ..........................•... 
iii J.rcmber ::>f my cnnG ..................•...•. • ·• · 
i v Similn r t:::> me ....•..•.....••.•..••.••..••••.•• 
v In m:r gr~de .......................•.......... 
l'lar. in r;ro.de sch:J:Jl with me •.....••..•.....•• 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
e) Now Jescribc y:::>ur friend using any five :::>f the foll~winr; 
adjectives: (Circle any five): 
Ibncst, CunninG, F.:>:Jlish, Sm.:n·t, L.:u:y, Sp:::>rl.sm::tnlike, 
Quiet, H:1.pry, Sh.:>ff-:Jff, Helpful, Angry, R0J:i.r,i~uc, Nice, 
Unreliable, Undcrstn:1d inc, OJ d -fashi :mcd, lvc J.l. -mannered, 
Intcrcst.inr;, T:mc;h, clllcl Ordinary. 
I lh 
~ r::::) No 
I N:::> 
I N:::> 
I n::> 
U.:> 
lb 
N:::> 
N~ 
I·b 
N:::> 
Clnosc a F.EAI. FRIEND FROM TIUS SCHOOL i'ii th \'Th::xn y::m like t3 
share your records, money or nny other thine;s y::m have: · 
a) Name y~ur friend: 
b) Name tH:J streets which cross neo.r your friend 1 s h:msc: 
c:) Your friend's ethnic group: (Check any one): 
i) Black ii) vlhite ___ iii) t.fexican Amer. 
iv) Puerto Rican v) Any other? Describe: 
d) Describe your friend: (Circle Yes 31' No}: 
i 
ii 
iii 
iv 
v 
vi 
Lives in my neighborhood ••....•...•.•. 
J..!y own re 1:~ ti ve ..••.......••..••.....• 
Member of my e;~nc; .••.....•....•....•. • 
Similar to me ...........•.....•••..••. 
In my grade ............•.•...•.•••.•.. 
Was in g1·ade sch::>::>l w·i th me .......... . 
Yes 
1
1 
Yes 
Yes I 
Yes 
1
1
1 Yes 
Yes 
rb 
No 
Ib 
Ib 
N:::> 
Ib 
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e) NoH describe y:::>ur friend usin~ any five of the f3llowing 
adjec:ti vcs: (Circle Dny five): 
Honest, CunninG, Fo::>llsh, Sr:vn·t, Lazy, Sp::n·tsmnnlike, 
Qu:i.et, Hc.ppy, Show-off, Helpful, Anf!,ry, Rcllt;ious, !Uce, 
Unreliable, Under~tnnding, Old-fcshioned, Well-mannered, 
Interesting, T::mc;h, and Ordin.<~.ry. 
Cho::>sc a REAL FRIEND FROM THIS SCHOOL t·Ti th \'Thorn you like t::J 
study, do your h::>mew::>rk or prepare for y::;,ur examinati~ns. 
a) Name your friend: 
b) Name tt·;o streets '·:hich cross near your friend 1 s h:mse: 
c) Your friend's ethnic c;roup: (Check nny :me): 
i) BlAck ii) vlhite ___ iii) f.fcxi~nn Amer. 
iv) Puert::> Rican v} Any :;'\;her? Describe: 
d) Pcscribc your friend: (Circle any five): 
i Lives in my nrichb~rh~od .............. . 
ii Ny ~·torn relntive ..................... .. 
iii Kember of my gun~ •••...••••..••••••••• 
iv Sim:'L1ar t::> me ......••.....•...•..•...• 
v In my grade •......•.•.....•.....••• ; .. 
vi Wns in r.;radc sch~ol \'ri th me .•.••.•..•. 
e) Now describe your friend using Any five ~f 
adjectives: (Circle nny five): 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
the 
I No 
I Ib 
I No 
I N-:> 
I No 
I rb 
foll::ming 
Honc:>t., Cunnine;, F:"l3lish, S111art., Lnzy, Sp:'lrtsnwnlike, 
Quiet, Hnppy, ShJ1·:-:-1ff, Helpful, Anc;ry, RcUgi::ms, I\ice, 
Unrelinble, Undcn;tandlnr., Old -fashioned, \•lell-m~nnercd, 
Intcrest:lnc;, T::>U&h, nncl Ordinary. 
Ch::>::>se a REAL FRIEND FROM TEIS SCHOOL 1·Ti th wrnm you like to 
talk, share y:mr secrets and problems: 
a) Name your friend: 
b) Name two streets 'l'lhich cr::>ss near your friend 1 s hous<::: 
c) Your friend's ethnic gr::>up: (Ci1eck any one): 
i) Black ii) White ___ iii) l-1exican Amer. 
iv) Puerto Rican v) Any other? Describe: 
d) Describe your friend: (Circle Yes ::>r No': 
i L:i.ves in my neie;hb::>rh::>od .................. Yes I No 
ii Hy own relative ........................... Yes I N::> 
iii Member of my gang ......................... Yes I No 
iv Similar to me ............................. Yes I No 
In my e;rade 
., 
Yes I No v , ............................... 
vi \-las in gr<~tie.-.. :sch::>::>l 'I'Tith me ............... Yes I N::> 
e) N::>w describe y::>ur friend using any five of the f::>ll::>wine 
adjectives: (Circle any five): 
Honest, Cw1nine;, F:.:>olish, Sm'lrt, L::1zy, Sp::>rtsmanli'ke, 
Quiet, Happy, ShOi'l-:::>ff, Helpful, Angry, Rcligi::>us, Nice, 
Unreliable, Undcrstc~.nd ing, Old-fashi::mcd, Well-mo.nnered, 
Intercstinc, T::>ugh, and Ordinary. 
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Ch::>ose a REAL FRIEND FROM 'flUS SCHOOL with 1·:!1Jm y::>u Hke to play 
games like basketball, basebell :.:>r s::>ccer; 
a) Name your friend: 
b) Name hr::> streets i'lhich Cr:JSS near y::>ur f:riend 1 s h::>usc: 
c) Your friend's ethnic group: (Check any :me): 
i) Black ii) i'lhite ___ iii) Mexican Amer. 
iv) Puertc:> Rican v) Any ::>ther? Describe: 
d) Describe y~ur friend; (Circle Yes or N::>): 
i Lives in my neie;hb::>rh~>od .....•.•..•.•• 
ii Ny ::>wn relv ti vc ..•.•..........•.•.... 
iii Hcmber of my gang ....•...•.•....•.... 
iv Similar t::> me •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
v In my grade ............••.••..••••..• 
vi Wns in e;rade scln::>l \·Ti th me ........•• 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
~ Ib N::> 
I N::> 
~ N::> No 
I No 
e) Nc:>\•T clcr;cribe y::>ur friend usin~ any five ::>f the foll:minr; 
adjectives: (Circle nny five): 
Honest, CunninG~ F'::>::>lir;h, Swat, Lazy, Sp:Jrtsmnnlikc, 
Quiet, Hnppy, Sh:m-Jff, Helpful, An~ry, Hclic;i::>us, N:i.ce, 
Unrel:i.·:-t lJ le, Uncle rs t:-tnrUnc;, OJ d -fa sht ::>ned, \·le 11-m'lrmcred, 
Intc!l'cnthlt;, 'I'::JUc;l!, nnd O:cdin:u·y. 
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lG. Twelve students have applied f~r admlnsion t~ your seho~l. 
But there are only two places free. And so ~nly tw~ more 
students can be admitted to the sch~~l. Since these students, 
if admitted, will belonG to your class, the school Principal 
l'rould li.ke t~ kno1·r \·Thich ~f them you want to admit to the 
school. You can cho~se only bro. 
n) Juan Perez, is a Puert:J Rican student, vrho is go::>d in 
sports and studies. He lives in a rich neighborhood and 
his father is a doct:Jr. 
b) Robert Nuns::m, is a White student, good in sports but 
not in studies. He lives in a poor neighborhood and his 
father is a bus driver • 
. c) James Jackson, is a Black student, good in sports and 
studies. He lives in a poor neighb:;,rh::>od and his fnthcr is 
a construction vrorker. 
d) Alfredo Marquez, is a Nexican American student, neither 
good in sports nor in studies. He lives in a rich neigh-
borhood and his father is a bank manager. 
e) Richard Smith is a l-lhite student, good in sp::>rts and 
studies. He lives in a poor nciehb::>rho.::>d and his father is 
a gas-station attendant. 
f) Miguel S~tnchcz, is a Mexican American student, good in 
sports and studies. He lives in a rich neighb::>rh::>::>d Dnd 
his father is a lm,ycr. 
g) George Grab::>~·1ski, is a \'lhite student, go:::>d in sp::>rts CJ.nd 
studies. He lives l.n a rich neighborhood, and his father 
is a manager. 
h) Jacinto Perez, is a Puerto Rican student, go::>d in sports 
and studies. He lives in a p:::>::>r neighborh:::>od and his 
father is a janitor. 
i) Thomas Page, is a Black student neither go:::>d in sports 
nor in studies. He lives in a p::>::>r neighborh:::>od and his 
father is a delivery man. 
j) Martin Jeffers:::>n, is a Black student, g::>od in sports and 
studies. He lives in a rich ncir;hb::>rh;:Jod and his father 
is a lav:ycr. 
k) Luis Garcin, is a Puerto Rican student, r;o::>d in sp:::>rts but 
not studies. He li vcs in a poor neighb::Jrho·.)d and his 
father is a fGctory ~·rorkcr. 
1) Rudolf::> Gutierrez, is a Hex:i.can American student, g::>::>cl 
in sports nnd studies. He lives in a poor ncighbo~1:::>od 
and his father is a farm-helper. 
Now cho:;,se any two of all the students described above; they will 
be aclmlttcd to your clo.ss: (llrite n0rnen bel:::>~'l): 
1) _____ 2) 
16. T1.,rclve students have applied f:Jr admissi:m t::> y::>ur sCh::>::>l. 
But there are only two places free. And s::> ::>nly tw:::> 
students can be admitted t:J the sch:::>:Jl. Sin2e these students, 
if admitted, will bel:Jn[ t:::> y:::>ur class, the Prin~in,l ~f 
the sch::>:Jl w::>uld like t::> kn~w which ~f them y~u w~nt t::> 
admit t:J the sch::>:~l. Y:~u cnn ch:J:::>se ::>nly bn. 
a) Luis Gnrcia, is D Puert::> Ric"n student, g::>:>d in srnrts 
but n~t in f>tudies. He lives in a !)::nr neit.~hb:>rln;u and 
his fAther is a fgct::>ry wlrkcr. 
b) RuJ::>lf~ Gutierrez is a Mexican American stud~nt, [~JU in 
sp::>rts and studies. He lives in a p:>::>r neic;hb~Jrh:::>Jd ~nu 
his father is a frCim-hclper. 
c) Mnrtin Jeffers::>n, is a Black student, gJJd in sn:>rts and 
studies. He lives in £1 rich neie;hb::>rh:):)d and his father 
is a la\1yer. 
d) Th::>mas Page, is a Black student, neither g::>::>d in sp::>rts 
n::>r in st\Adies. He lives in a p::>:Jr ne1c;hb::>rh::>:)d nnd his 
father is a delivery man. 
e) Juan Perez, is a Puert::> Rican Student, g::>od in sp~rts and 
studies. He lives in a rich neighb::>rh:>::>d r.nd iltD father 
is n d::>ct:>r. 
f) Alfred::> Mnrqucz, is a Hexicnn American stu(:cnt, neither 
g:>::>d in sp::>rts n::>r in studies. He lives in n rich ncie;h-
b::>rh::>:>d and his father is a bank manarer. 
g) James Jackson, is a Black student, g:J~d in s~Jrts nnd 
studies. He lives in a p~:>r neie;hb~rh~::>d and his father 
is a c::>nstructi::m w:>rl;cr. 
h) R::>bert Muns:m, is a Hhitc student, g:nd in srnrts but 
n:>t in studies. He lives in a p:>:Jr neighbJrlnocJ and his 
father is a bus-driver. 
i} Richard Smith, is a White student, g::>::>d in sp:>rts and 
studies. He lives in a poJr neighb::>rh::>:>d and his father 
is a gas stati::>n attendant. 
j) Jacint:> Perez, is a Puert:> Rican stude.1t, I';:J:)d in s:nrts 
and studies. Je lives inn p:>::>r ncighbJrh::>::>d nnd his 
father is a janit::>r. 
k) Miguel Sanchez, is a Mexican American student, g::>Jd in 
sp::>rts and studies. He lives in £1 rich neit;hb::>rln )d and 
his father is a l£1wyer. 
1) Georc;c Grab::>wski, is a White student, ~:nd in sp::>:rts and 
studies. He lives :n a rich ncighlnrh:nd and his f.:Jther 
is a rn~nae;er. 
N:>w ch:J~se any tw:> ~f the students described ab::>vc: they will 
be admitted t::> y::>ur class: (H1·ite n:1rncs beJ ·m): · 
1) 
--------- ----- 2) 
16. Twelve students have applied f~r admissi~n t~ y~u~ sch~~l. 
But there are ~nly tw~ places free. And s~ ~nly tw~ stu-
dents can be admitted t~ the sch~~l. Sin~e these students, 
if admitted, will bel~ng t~ y~1r class, the PrincipAl ~f 
the sch::>~l tould like t::> kn::>N t·:hieh ~f them y:JU Tt:nnt t~ 
admit t~ the scrn::Jl. Y::>U can cln~se ::mly tto. 
tt) Ge::Jrge Grab:>'l!ski, is a White student, e;::J~d in s-r>::>rts and 
studies. He J.ives in a rich neighb~rh~::>d and his f~;ther 
is a m'tnae;er. 
b) Miguel S8nche~, is a Mexican American student, g~~d in 
sp::>rts and studies. He lives in a rich neir;hb::>rh::>:Jd ~nd 
his father is a lawyer. 
c) Jacint::> Perez, is a Puert~ Rican student, r;J~d in sp:n·ts 
and studies. He lives in a p~::Jr neie;hb~rh~::>d and hie 
father is a janit~r. 
d) Richard Smith, is a Hhite student, IP~d in sp"Jrts and 
studies. He lives in a p~or nei~hb::>rh::>~d and his father 
is a gas-stati::>n attendant. 
e) R::>bert Muns::>n, is a v:hite student, g~~d in sr~rts hut O:)t 
in studies. He lives in a p::>~r neighb::>rh~::>d nntl his father 
is a bus-driver. 
f) James Jacks:m, is ::~ Blnck student, g:>;)d i:1 v::>rts and 
studies. He lives in a po:>r ncighborh~:>d and his father 
is a c::>nstructi~n w~rker. 
g) Alfred:J Na.rqucz, is a Mexican Amcricnn student, neithel' 
good in sp~rts n~r in studies. He lives in a rich nci~h­
borhood and his father is a bnnk manager. 
h) Juan Perez, is R Puerto Rican student, r,:>::>d in S!Jorts 
and studies. He lives in a rich neie,hb~rirnd nncl his 
father is a doct::>r. 
i) 
j) 
Th~me1s 
n:~r in 
father 
PRee, is a Black student, neither g~od in sports 
studies. He l:Lves in a p::>:-Jr neighb.>rh:nd :•ncl hi.s 
is a delivery m:~n. 
Ivf3 rtin Jefrcrs:)n, is n BlAck student, goJd in sn~rts ~nd 
studien. He U.ver. in n rich ncighlnrln:'d ::n(i hi:; f.:~ thcr 
is a lrn1yer. 
k) Rud::>lfo Gutierrez, is a Mexican Americ~n sLudent, ~:>od 
in sports end ;:;tudies. He Jives in a po::>r nc:ichb IJ'·lD:>d 
and his father is a fl-1rl!l-hel!JCr. 
1) Luis Gnrcicl, is a Puert:> Hican student, g::J:Jd in sp~rts 
but not in studies. He lives in a p::>::>r ncie;hborh:>od 
and his father is a factory helper. 
Now cho~se any tw~ of all the students described above; they 
will be admitted t::J your clnss: {N~me any two): 
1) 2) 
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16. T'r!elve r:tuclents h3.Ve applied f:Jr admissi1n t::> y::mr sch:nl. 
But there are :mly tw) plncec_; free. And S::J 3 ~nly ttn stu-
dents c.:m be admitted t::> the sch::>::>l. Sin~e these students. 
Yill be admitted t:J y:>ur clnss 3 the Principal ::>f the 
sch:>:;,l w::>uld like t::> kn')W which ::>f them y::>u wnnt t::> ~dmit 
t:;, the sch:J::>l . Y:>u c~n ch:.nse ~nl,y tw::>. 
a) James Jacks8n is a Bl9ck student, g:;,::>d in so:;,rts nnd 
in stuci:Lcs. He 1 ives in a p.:>::>r neighb::>rh:>:Jd and his father 
is a c:>nstructi:>n w::>rker. 
b) Juan Perez, is a Puert:;, Rican student. g:>1d in sp:>rts and 
stucHes. He lives in a rich ncighb:)rhx)d and his father 
is A d:>ct:Jr. 
c) Alfred:> M3rquez, is a Mexic3n American student, neither 
g:>:Jd in sp:;,rts n~r in studies. He lives in a rich neigh-
b::>rhood and his father is a bgnk man9ger. 
d) Robert !<:uns:;,n, is a White r;tudent, g:J::>d in sp:)rts but 
n:.>t in studies. He lives in n p::J:>r neic;hb:;,rin::>d and hls 
father is a bus drjver. 
e) Luis Garcia, ls n Puert:;, Rican student, f1::>d in sn1rts 
but n1t in stt~djcs. He lives in r: [n:~r r12:i=:;h1Y;rll:>:>J 'lllli 
his father is n fact:>ry w~rker. 
f) Th::>:n'~S Pelt~e, :L:; a BJ.nck sturknt., neither g~>xl :i.n f:!nrts 
n:Jr in studies. He lives in :1 p:J:>r neichb.Jrln~>i and his 
father is <; .Je1ivcry mnn. 
g) Kntin Jeffer-s::>!1, is a Black student~ (p:.>d in s"Snts 
and studies. He lives in a r:i.ch neiGhb:>rh:J:>d And his 
father is a lawyer. 
h) Rud:>lf:;, Gutierrez, is a Mexican American student~ g:>~d 
in sp:>rts and studies. He lives in fl p:>:>r neighb:>rln::>d 
and his father is a farm-helper. 
1) Georr;e Gr:-tb:J\,•ski, is a White student, g:>:>d in sp:>rts 
and studies. He lives in a rich neighbJrh:.>::>d and his 
father is a manager. 
j) J.<!cint:> Pere:r,, is a Puert-:> lUcan student, £~:>::>d in t:rnrts 
and studies. He liver: in a p:>)r neighb::>rh:):Jd and h:is 
father is a jonit:.>r. 
k) Mie.;uel S"'nchez, is o Mexican A:ncr:ican student, g:J:J<.l in 
sn:>rts :;nd studies. He lives in a rich neir;hb::>rho:>d :mel 
his father is n l~wyer. 
1) Richard ~mith, is a White stttclcnt, g::>:>d in sp·:Jrts :md 
studies. He lives in R p:>:>r ncighb:>rh:Jod and his father 
is a gos-stnti~n ~ttcnJant. 
N:>w ch;J:.>se .;my tw:> ::>f :1ll the students described nb:;,ve: they 
N.i.ll be ndmittccJ t::.> YJUl' cbss: (Hrite t\-!.J n:1mcs bcl:)w): 
1) 2) 
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16. Tvrelve students have arplied f::>r admissi:m t:l y:.mr sch:>::>l. 
But there are :>nly tw::> places free. And s:>, ::>nly tw::> m::>re 
students can be admitted t::> the sch:>::>l. Since these stu-
dents, if ad~itted, will bel~n~ t:> y:>ur class, the sch::>:>l 
Princip2l wmld like t') kn:>w l·Jhich ::>f them y::>u l·:nnt t::> 
admit t::> the Ech~::>l. Y::>u can ch:>::>se ')nly tw::>. 
a) RichCJ.rd Smith, is a White student, g::>::>d in sp:>rts and 
studies. He lives in a p~:>r neighb::>rh'):>d and his father 
is a gas-stcti::>n attendant. 
b) 1·figuel Sanchez, is n Mexican American student., g:->::>d in 
sp:>rts and stucHes. He lives in a rich f1:eighb:)rh::>:>d and 
his father is a lawyer. 
c) Jacint:> Perez, js a Puert:> Rican student, g:>:>d in sp:>rts 
and studies. He lives in a p:>:>r neighborh::>:>d and his 
father is a janitor. 
d) Ge:>rge Grab:>wski, is a White student, g:>::>d in sp:>rts and 
studies. He lives ln A rich neic;hb::>rho:>d <md his father 
is a mcmager. 
e) Rud::>lf:> Gutierrez is .1 Hexican Amer:ican student, fp:ld in 
sports and stucl:ies. He lives :in a p:>:>r neighb::>rh:>:>d ~md 
his father is a farm-helper. 
f) M3rtin Jeffers')n is e Black student, g~::>d in sp~rts ond 
stucUes. HE' lives in a rich neighb::>rh::>::>d &nd his fether 
is a la't';ye:c. 
g) Thomas Page, is a Black student, neither g:>:>d in sp:)rts 
n1r in studies. He lives in a p::>or neighb::>rh::>::ld and 
his father is <1 delivery man. 
h) Luis Garcin, is n Puert::> Rican student, good in sp::>rts 
but n::>t in studies. He lives in a p:>::>r neighlnrh::>:::>d and 
his father is a .i'act::>ry w::>rker. 
i) R:>bert Huns::>n, is a vlhite student, g::>::>d in sp:>rts but not 
in studies. He lives in a p:::>:>r neie;hu::>l'h:>:>d and his father 
is a bus-driver. 
j) Alfredo MRrquc~, is a Mexican American student, neither 
£p:::>d in sp:n·tr. n::>r in studies. He lives in a rich neir;h-
b~rh:::>:::>d and his father is a bank manager. 
k) Ju~n Perez, is a Puert::> Rican student, wh::> is good in 
sp:::>rts and studies. He lives in a rich nei~hu::>rh::>od' 
and his father is a d::>ct::>r. 
1) James Jncks::>n is a Blnck student, go::>d in sp::>rts and in 
studies. He llves in a p::>')r neighborll:)Od and his father 
is a c:>nstructi:m \V::>rker. 
N::>w cho:>se any tw~ ')f all the students described ab::>ve; they 
will be admitted t:::> y::>ur class: (Write names bel:::>w): 
1) 2} 
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16. Twelve students have applied f~r admissi~n t~ y~ur sch~~l. 
But there are ~nly tw~ pl~cies free. And s~ ~nly tw~ stu-
dents can be admitted t~ the sch~~l. Since these students, 
if admitted will bel~ng t~ y~ur class, the Prin~ioal ~f 
the sch~~l w~uld like t~ kn~w which ~f them y~u want t~ 
admit t~ the s~h~~l. Y~u can ch~~se ~nly tw~. 
a} Rud~lf~ Gutierrez, is a Mcxico.n American student, g~~d in 
sp~rts and studies. He lives in a p~~r neiGhb~rh~~d and 
his father is a farm-helper. 
b} Luis Garcia, is a Puert::> Rican student, g~~d in sp~rts but 
n::>t studies. He lives in ~ p~~r neighb~rh~~d and his 
father is a fact~ry w~rker. 
c) Martin Jeffers:m, is a BlAck student, g~:>d in srnrts and 
studies. He lives in a rich neighb~rhJJd and his father 
is a lawyer. 
d) Th:)mas Page., is a Black student, neith<2r r;::>:>d in sn:.Jrts 
n~r in studies. He lives in :1 p~::>r neighb::>rh::>:ld :-.nd his 
father is o delivery man. 
e) Jacint~ Perez, is a Puert~ Rican student, r;::>~d in sp~rts 
and studies. He lives in a p:)~r neiehb:.Jrh:.J::>d ~nd his 
father is a janit:)r. 
f) Ge~rge Grob:}\•!ski, is a Hhite student, g:nd in S!J::Jrts ~nd 
studies. He lives in a rich neighb::>rh:nd and his father 
is a manager. 
g) Miguel Sanchez, is a t/,exican American Student, g~~d in 
sp::>rts and studies. He lives in a rich neighbJrh~::>d and 
his father is a lawyer. 
h) Richard Smith, is a White student, g~~d in sp~rts and 
studies. He lives in a p~~r neir;hb~rh:nd and his father 
is a gas-stati~n attendant. 
i) Alfred~ r.hrqucz, is a I>fexican American student, neither 
g~:>d in sp~rts n:>r in studies. He lives in £! rich neigh-
b~rh:>::>d and his father is a bank rrw.n::~r;er. 
j) James Jacks::>n, is a Black student, g:>8d in spJrts and 
studies. He lives in rt p~:Jr neighb:n'lDJd <>nd his father 
is a c::>nstructi~n w~rker. 
k) R~bert Muns~n, is a White student, g:-J:)d in sp:>rt!; but n::>t 
in studies. He lives in n p~::>r neir;hb'JrhJ~d <Jnd his· father 
is a bus-.driver. 
1) Juan Perez, is 11 Puert~ Rican student, wh::> is e:)::->d in 
sp:>rts and studies. He lives in a rich neichh~rh):Jd and 
his father is a d:>ct~r. 
N:>w ch~~sc any tw::> ~f all the students described ab~vc; they 
will be admitted t~ y~ur class: (\-!rite tw:> names bel::>·.~): 
1) 2) 
NoN I ~·mnt y::>u to describe each of the rw tional or ethnic. gr::>ups 
in this school by circlint; only five adjectives for each gr::mp: 
17. Describe the Blacks in this school: (Circle five only): 
lbnest, ·Cunning, Foolish, Smart, Lazy, Sportsmanlike, 
Quiet, H3ppy, Sho1·r-off, Helpful, Angry, Religi:ms, Nice, 
Unreliable, Understanding, Old -fashi :med, Hell-mnnnered, 
Interesting, Tough, and Ordinary. 
18. Describe the Whites in this school: (Circle five only): 
Honest, Cunning, Foolish, Smart, Lazy, Sportsmanlike, 
Quiet, l~ppy, Show-off, Helpful, Angry, Religious, Nice, 
Unreliable, Understanding, Old-fashioned, "ell-mannered, 
Interesting, Tough, and Ordinary. 
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19. Describe the Mexican Amer. in this school: (Circle five only): 
H:mest, Cunning, Foolish, Smart, Lazy, Sportsmanlike, 
Quiet, Happy, Sho1.;-off, Helpful, Angry, Relic;ious, Nice, 
Unreliable, Understanding, Old-fashioned, Hell-mannered, 
Interesting, Tough, and Ordinary. 
20. Describe the Puerto Ricans in this school: (Circle five ::mly): 
H:mest, Cunning, Fo::>lish, Smnrt, Lazy, Sportsmanlike, 
Quiet, Happy, Sh')w-of.f, Heln.ful, Angry, Relibious, Nice, 
Unrelinble, Understanding, Old-fashioned, Hell-mannered, 
Interesting, T~ugh, ~nd Ordinary. 
21. Describe the Oriental Americans in this scho')l (Circle five only}: 
H::mest, Cunning, Foolish, Smart, Lazy, Sportsmanlike, 
Quiet, Hn.ppy, ShOlv'-of.f, Helpful, Angry, Religious, race, 
Unreliable, Understanding, Old-fashi::med, '1-lcll-mannered, 
Interestin8, Tough, and Ordin~ry. 
N~m describe y::mrself, just as y::m have described the ethnic 
groups in the sch~~J.: 
22. Describe yourself: (Circle five only): 
Honest, Cunning, Foolish, Smart, L.:'lzy, Sp::>rtsm:=mlike, 
Quiet, H~pry, Sh~w-~.ff, Helpful, Angry, Religious, Nice, 
Unrcli'lb1 e, U:1Je r:; l;:; nr1 int._;, Olcl--fo :.hioned, l·k 11-manne reel, 
Interestins, Tough, and Ordinary. 
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Ev~~ lunti ve Ratings ~f Traits 
23. Given bel:::n·r is a list ~f 20 adjectives. Bcf::>re each ::>f 
them .::re nu:abers l t::> 5. One stands f::>r '3 b.:HJ quality, Ftnd 
5 stands f::>r a ~:J:Jd quality. Keeping this in mind, circle 
any ::me number fr:Jm 1 t:J 5 ind ic::t ting y::>ur ::>:"Jinion ::>f Nhich 
quality is g::>:::>d and 1-:hich QU3lity is bad t:::> have. 
Bad N::>t Bad G~ocl 
Quality N::>t G~~d Quality 
a. H~nest . ....... 1 2 3 ll 5 
b. Cunning •.•..••• 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Fo~lish ••.•...• 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Smart ......... l 2 3 h 5 
e. Lazy . ......... 1 2 3 4 5 
f. Sportsmanlike . 1 2 3 4 ~ _.1 
g. Quiet . ........ 1 2 3 4 5 
h. Happy ......... 1 2 3 4 5 
i. Sh:::>w-::>ff ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
j. Helpful ....... 1 2 3 4 5 
k. Angry ......... 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Religious ..... 1 2 3 4 5 
m. Nice . ......... 1 2 3 4 5 
n. Unreliable . ... 1- 2 3 4 5 
o. Understanding .. 1 2 3 4 5 
p. Old-f:1shi::mcd .• 1 2 3 4 5 
q. vlel1-mannered .. 1 2 3 4 5 
1'. Intcrestin,z . .. 1 2 3 ll 5 
s. Tough . ........ 1 2 3 ll 5 
t. Ordinary . ..... 1 2 3 ll 5 
24. Are you int.crestcu in kn-,v:inz the results :Jf this study? 
Yes I N::> 
25. D:::> y:>U w~nt t::> h:1ve any discuss].:Jn or m:::>rc inf::>rm;"Jti:m ~tb::>ut 
this stu·jy? 
Yes I N:::> 
Self-dcscripti~n 
26. Please· indicate t~ l'lhnt extent y:m experience the f~ll~wine; 
feelinGs~ using the resp~nse c~de: 
1 - alm~st never true ::>f me 
2 seld~m true ~f me 
~ = s::>mctimes true ~f me 
q ~ften true ~f me 
5 alm~st ~lways true ::>f me 
(Circle the number l·Jhich y~u thir..k t::> be c·.Jrrect about y:mrself) 
a. I feel in g~'Jd spirits .......•. 
b. I am very satisfied with life 
in general ......•...••••....... 
c. I d::> not feel go~d being in 
sch~~l •..•.......•............. 
d. I do n::>t feel g~'Jd ab~ut my 
h:Jme l:i.fe ..........•...•....... 
e. I find a g~::>d deal ::>f ha~piness 
in life ......•..........•...... 
f. I am satisfied with s~cial 
life •.••.•.....•......•.....•.• 
g. I feel that I am a pers::>n of 
little l·rorth_, n::>t :m an equal 
level with ~thers .............. . 
h. I feel th.qt I hnve a number 
~f g:J~d qualities .....•.••..•.. 
i. I am able to do things as well 
as m::>st :Jther people .....•.....• 
j. I feel that I hnve little t~ be 
pr~ud ::>f ................•...... 
k. I take a p::>sitivc attitude ab::>ut 
myself ......................... . 
1. I am H useless perG::>n t~ hcve 
ar:Jund ......•.••...............• 
m. rlhcn I do a j::>b I d:J not d::> 
it well ..........•...•.••....•.. 
n. I feel that my life is very 
useful ........•...•............ 
Never 
true 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
l 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
4 
Ahnyf' 
true 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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